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Bargaining
 agent sought 
Serving San
 Jose State 
University 
Since  1934 
Employee  vote delayed 
by Tom
 Ntays 
Faculty and staff of the California State 
University  
and Colleges system (CSUC), will have to wait at least 
until late April to vote for 
a collective bargaining agent to 
represent them in contract negotiations. 
A previously 
forecasted November 
election  was 
postponed because of lengthy
 hearing procedures con-
ducted  by the Public 
Employment
 Relations Board 
( PERB ), which 
is the legal overseer in the 
collectiv,  
bargaining  process.
 
Collective bargaining is a method where unions have 
agents represent them 
in contract negotiations with 
employers.
 
In the 
CSUC
 case, the state legislature is the em-
ployer.
 
Such issues as compensatory 
wage  increases, cost of 
living  pay hikes, benefits and retirement 
are
 discussed, 
and 
then  collectively "bargained" for. 
When
 both parties reach a satisfactory compromise
 
through the agent, a decision is made regarding 
new  
contract  terms. 
The 
procedures  of PERB will determine the can-
didates for bargaining 
agent  and the type of units which 
will be represented - such as separate representation for 
full-time and part-time faculty at the bargaining table. 
The CSUC presently uses the CSUC Chancellor's 
Office for contract 
recommendations. 
After  consultation with administrators and a 
statewide Academic Senate, the chancellor recommends 
salaries, hours and 
working
 conditions of CSUC em-
ployees to the board of trustees. 
The trustees, in 
turn, make recommendations to the 
state legislature who makes binding contract decisions. 
Next year's tentative 
election  would either designate 
the chancellor as a bargaining negotiator, or would 
provide, through AB 1091, an employee organization 
selected 
as a candidate through the consent of PERB. 
The bill grants "employees the right to form, join, and 
participate in employee organizations for the purpose of 
representation and meeting and conferring." 
If an employee organization is accepted through the 
election, collective bargaining meetings will be held 
between the elected organization, the board of trustees, a 
representative of the state legislature and the governor's 
office, and a student 
representative.  
There
 
are  
currently
 two 
bodies  
besides
 
the
 
chan-
cellor's 
office  vying for the right to 
represent
 CSUC 
employees, 
the United Professors of California (UPC),
 
and the Congress
 of Faculty Associations
 (CFA). 
UPC,
 whose active California 
membership is ap-
proximately 4,200, wants 
to
 represent
 
full-time and 
part
 
time faculty 
members  in a single, 
wall-to-wall
 unit. 
In 
this
 way, part-time faculty 
members  would have 
their  demands aired, 
according to UPC 
local  chapter 
President 
Wiggsy  Sivertsgn, an SJSU 
Counselor.  
CFA, whose active California membership is ap-
proximately 6,000, wants two separate collective 
bargaining units for the full-time and part-time in-
structors.
 
Each unit's demands could be met without any con-
flicts, according to Dr. Curtis Stafford, SJSU professor of 
secondary education and currently CFA local chapter 
president.  
Last
 April, 
CFA  turned down a merger
 offer by UPC. 
"I think the CFA was 
unfair
 ( in turning down the 
merger request)," UPC President Sivertsen said, 
"because it seems to me that our real enemy is the 
chancellor's 
office.  
"I personally believe,"
 she continued, "that putting 
the 
chancellor's  office in 
charge
 of bargaining is 
somewhat like putting 
Dracula in charge of a blood 
bank."  
Sivertsen said that 
besides
 the wall-to-wall unit 
bargaining for faculty members, there should be special 
unions to represent 
other  CSUC employees, such as the 
California
 State 
Employees  
Association
 for 
secretaries  
and 
custodians. 
"There should be 
different unions for different 
fields," she said. 
CFA President Stafford 
believes the present method 
used
 by the chancellor's office "is 
just
 ignoring the part-
timers. 
"I'm sorry to say it," 
Dr.  Stafford said, "but it seems 
like the part-timers are always on the 
short end of the 
stick. 
"If there was an issue," he continued, "full-timers 
usually came out better. 
"The CFA felt it was better to put the two groups into 
separate 
units for this reason," he said. 
An 
election will not be held at the given time if the 
CSUC system is still in 
session. The election would then be 
planned for the fall of 1981. 
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Tree's day
 off 
ohoto  hy 
Honor 
Won 
This huge elm tree decided to take Labor Day off along with the 
rest of the SJ31/ students. 
Senior 
John 
Daniel  
sidesteps  the limb which fell outside 
Moulder
 
Hall Monday 
Programs 
'not good value' 
Three  majors 
dropped
 
by Wayne 
Norton  
The spring 1980 semester 
at 
SJSU closed with many 
unanswered
 
questions about the potential effects 
of the state income tax -slashing
 
initiative,
 Proposition 9. 
California voters soundly 
rejected the
 measure at the polls 
Business School 
staffing  OK for 
accreditation  
by 
Stephen
 D. 
Stroth  
Despite 
moderate  
departmental
 
faculty 
shortages  and 
rumbling 
student fears,
 the School of 
Business 
has  not and 
will not lose 
its ac-
creditation  in the 
near  or distant 
future, 
according to 
Dr. George 
Halverson,
 dean of the 
School  of 
Business.  
Speculation
 that 
the school 
would lose its 
accreditation surfaced 
when a required 
report  submitted in 
1977 to the 
American Assembly
 of 
Collegiate  Schools 
of Business 
(AACSB)
 
indicated  a deficiency 
in 
the "ratio of 
full-time,
 doctorally 
qualified faculty" 
necessary for 
accreditation
 status. 
Richard 
Wines, assistant
 
director  of 
accreditation
 for the 
AACSB,
 confirmed 
the  validity of 
the school's current
 status. In a 
phone 
conversation  from
 the AACSB 
office in St. 
Louis, Wines 
said,  "As 
far as we are 
concerned,  they 
are  
still accredited." 
Wines
 said that a 
school  could 
only lose 
accreditation if it were 
out of compliance 
with  the AACSB 
regulations, a condition determined
 
solely by the accreditation com-
mittee. 
Currently,  the School
 
of 
Business fails to meet the 40 percent 
ratio of 
full-time, doctorally 
qualified faculty in two of the 
school's 
undergraduate
 depart-
ments, 
accounting  and finance. 
However, Halverson said the 
lack of adequate staffing in the two 
departments is not serious 
enough  to 
warrant complete removal 
of the 
school's accreditation when it's 10 
year subscription runs out in 
1982. 
"The worst possibility we can 
photo 
by 
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Dean  George 
Halverson
 
imagine,"
 Halverson said,
 "is that 
we get 
placed  on temporary
 
probation, which does not involve a 
loss of 
accreditation.  We would then 
have a period 
of
 three years to get 
off ( probation)." 
According to Halverson, the 
staffing deficiencies stem from a 
surge in business 
school  enrollments 
and the "rigidity of the current 
standards of 
the AACSB," the 
governing body from whom 
the 
nation's 
business  schools receive 
their accreditation. 
Halverson
 also said that San 
Jose State's School 
of Business woes 
are not 
uncommon.
 
"We're not 
the  only one 
facing
 
this problem," he 
said.  
According
 to Dr.
 Joseph 
Mori,  
head of the Accounting 
and Finance 
Department, lighter teaching loads 
in other schools, the lack of a merit 
system in the current CSUC salary 
schedule and the general lack of 
competitive salaries will make new 
faculty choices for this year "slim" 
at best. 
"The market price for an 
assistant professor in accounting, 
with no experience, is 626,000 to 
$27,000 a year," Mori said. The same 
person would receive
 only 620,000 at 
San Jose State.
 
Mori said that
 the situation 
hasn't improved for CSUC schools, 
and he doe.ln't expect the salary 
problem to mend 
itself
 in the near 
future.
 
According 
to Mori, the national 
average for teaching time is six to 
nine hours a week. At SJSU that 
figure is closer to 12 hours a week. 
The problem of staffing dm-
torally qualified professors will not 
be solved overnight, according to 
Halverson. 
"We've never been able to hire 
enough ( faculty )," 
Halverson  said. 
"Most recently, the national 
news of Proposition 13 and 
Proposition 9 have hurt us," :le said. 
Since the summer of 1979, the 
school has been 
searching  for four 
doctorally qualified finance in-
structors, Halverson
 said. The 
search 
has been fruitless. 
"This year we go back to the 
marketplace ( for new faculty)," 
said
 
Mon. He said that he'll be 
looking for three 
accounting  
teachers in addition to the four 
finance teachers.
 
The accounting department is 
closer to meeting AACSB standards. 
It is currently at 35 percent of the 40 
percent 
required,  according to 
Mori.  
According 
to
 Halverson, within 
the last five 
years  enrollment 
has  
been 
increasing  in the 
School
 of 
Business, while other
 areas in the 
university have decreased. 
Therefore,  "adequate 
resources
 
must 
be shifted in the university ( to 
eccoremodate
 the change)," he 
said. 
Despite the 
desperate
 need for 
faculty, "We do have 
a quality 
standard,"  Halverson 
said. "We 
could
 have solved our 
statistical  
problem
 without regard 
for 
quality."
 
Halverson
 said that many ap-
plicants did not 
meet with the rather 
high requirements. 
"This situation 
is top  priority 
and  we're working 
like hell on it," 
Halverson said of the 
faculty search. 
Despite 
efforts
 to meet lhe 
faculty  ratio standards
 this year, 
within two years
 SJSU faces an even
 
greater task when 
the  AACSB begins 
separate 
accreditation  
procedures
 
for the accounting
 department, 
according
 to Mori. 
The 
separation  of the 
School
 of 
Business
 and the 
Accounting 
Department  
in 
accreditation  
procedures  
dictates  even 
higher 
standards  for 
qualified  faculty, 
Mori  
said. 
The  new 
standards  
would  
require
 more 
diverse
 professional
 
credentials
 by 
instructors  
and
 
random 
returns to 
actual  business 
markets 
for a certain 
period  of time. 
The 
objective  would be 
to give 
instructors 
relevant  experience
 
periodically.  
Unfortunately,
 
"Somebody
 has to 
cover  for 
them
 
while 
they're
 out," 
Mori  said. 
during 
last
 
June's  
primary.  
Academic Vice President 
Hobert 
Burns  said that 
SJSU
 will not 
lose any 
programs  except those that, 
in the judgment of 
the administra-
tion, were not providing good 
value  
for the money spent. 
Three majors, 
M.A.  in business, 
B.S.  in business education 
and
 the 
B.A.
 in vocational education are 
being 
incorporated  into 
other
 
majors within their departments. 
The 
special  major in 
New  
College and both the 
B.A.  and M.A. 
majors in home economics are 
being  
discontinued. 
Students currently 
enrolled
 in 
these programs will be allowed to 
finish their course work but no new 
students
 will be accepted. 
No faculty will 
be
 out of work 
this semester due to budget cuts. 
Layoff notices have 
been mailed to 
New College and home economics 
faculty members notifying them 
that their services will not be needed 
after the 1980-81 school year 
Burns anticipates
 many of those 
who received notices will be able to 
find teaching positions in other 
departments
 at SJSU, particularly 
New College
 faculty, all of whom are 
qualified to 
teach in some other 
department.
 
The home 
economics  faculty is 
not as fortunate.
 Burns estimated 
that "three 
or four" of them 
will  not 
be retained after 
this school year. 
Department 
Chairwoman
 Sybil Weir 
said that six members
 of her faculty 
have 
received  layoff notices 
and 
there has been no 
indication  from 
the 
administration  that 
any  of them 
will be 
offered new positions. 
"So far, the 
university
 has made 
no effort at all to help relocate the 
faculty," Weir said.
 
Weir said that since 
most of the 
department's students are women 
and many are minority 
women,  the 
axing of the home economics major 
calls into question the ad-
ministration's commitment to af-
firmative action and its attitude
 
toward the role of women
 in society. 
She said those who 
feel  the 
changing times have 
made  the home 
economics major obsolete
 have a 
"misunderstanding of the 
profession." 
Such subject areas as child 
care,  
family relationships and consumer 
affairs are as important today as 
ever, and they are 
major focuses in 
her department, Weir said. 
Because the department is 
scheduled for extinction, Weir 
stressed that all graduate and un-
dergraduate home economics 
majors should see their advisers to 
ensure that they will be able to 
graduate.
 
Student
 survey 
reveals  
high 
marks  for
 SJSU 
by Mary Washburn 
Most 
students  give various
 
features of the 
university an overall
 
positive rating,
 according to a 
survey taken by 
the Sociology 
Department's 
Opinion Polling 
Center. 
The telephone poll 
was con-
ducted 
last
 semester by students 
in 
introductory 
research classes,
 
according to Prof. 
David  Asquith. 
The sampling of 
faculty  and 
students was selected at 
random
 
from the staff directory and student 
SJSU
 
library
 to be 
completed
 
on schedule 
by 
David  
Jacob
 
Despite 
the  mi.' 
construction  
delays
 from last 
season's rains
 and 
this 
summer's
 
carpenters'  strike, the SJSU
 
library
 is set
 to 
be
 
completed
 
in 
September
 1981
 as 
originally  
planned.  
The 
$10 
million  
solar
-heated and 
cooled  
structure
 is now
 only a 
couple 
of weeks
 behind
 the 
projected
 schedule, according to site 
superintendent
 
Frank 
Borunda.  
"There
 wasn't 
much
 of a 
setback, so we should be on 
time,  
taking  
into
 
consideration
 any
 rain that
 we get this winter," Borunda
 said. 
Because
 of the
 short 
duration  of 
the
 statewide
 strike, the
 monetary
 
losses 
were  
minimal
 
compared
 to losses from
 last winter's 
poor 
weather
 
conditions.  
All 
financial  
losses  are 
borne by 
the 
contractor  
rather  than 
the 
university.  
Many 
of the 
carpenters
 
working
 on the library believed 
the 
strike  
would  be 
long and 
difficult.
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master list, Asquith said. 
On a scale of one ("terrible") to 
five "delightful"), 90 percent of the 
students polled put their classes in 
the three to five 
range.  Social 
science students, people with high 
GPAs and oiler students rated their 
classes the highest of any groups, 
the 
survey  said. 
The same 
percentage of 
students rated their professors' 
"quality of teaching" within the 
three
 to five range. 
The campus' 
"physical
 
features" and the convenience of its 
location were rated in the top half of 
the scale by approximately 73 
percent of the students polled. 
At the opposite end of the scale, 
the campus' 
"bureaucratic
 
machinery" 
was  given a one, two or 
three rating by 72 percent of the 
students. 
The area 
surrounding the 
campus was rated the lowest of any 
of the features 
evaluated.  It was 
given 
a one or two rating by 
88
 
percent
 of the students. 
Women rated the surrounding 
environment "significantly 
lower"
 
than men,
 the survey analysis 
reported,
 resulting, it said, from 
"concerns over personal safety." 
The survey found that 
both
 
faculty and students oppose the 
destruction of buildings to 
provide
 
more parking space. 
Most would 
prefer
 to see either a 
new 
structure located on the 
10th  
Street lot
 or additional 
spaces  added 
to the 10th 
Street  garage rather 
than  
on 
the  site of the 
Social Sciences
 
Building on Fourth
 Street. 
4 
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Working  
women 
strained
 
by
 
domestic
 
work
 
by Ellen Goodwin 
News  FAltor 
In recent years, a 
new breed of 
American
 hero has 
appeared  both in 
the 
media  and the 
minds  of the 
populace 
 the 
working
 family 
woman.
 
This confident, 
smiting  miracle 
of
 modern efficiency 
gives her eight 
hours a 
day at work and 
then
 rushes 
home to play
 her second role  
that 
of exemplary
 wife, mother,
 
housekeeper and cook. 
Heroes aside, 
however,
 I do not 
think 
most  women can 
handle  two 
full-time 
jobs
 without losing
 some 
measure 
of health or 
sanity.
 
The answer, 
however,  lies not in 
forcing
 women 
to choose 
between
 
career  and 
family, but 
rather in 
Television commercials are one 
of the major villains when it comes 
to placing primary responsibility for 
domestic work on women. 
How often has Mrs. Olson 
consoled a troubled young husband 
after his wife 
accepted  an Un-
precedented 
second cup of coffee 
from a suave, handsome neighbor 
man? 
How often has 
a woman cast an 
evil
 glance at her incompetent 
husband for endangering her 
professional and social future with 
  ring -a round -the-collar ? " 
How often 
do we see any man on 
TV or in 
any printed advertisement 
worrying
 about sticky rice, spotted 
glasses, dingy floors and laundry, 
or, for that matter, even sick 
'No person should have to handle two full-time 
jobs, especially due to accident 
of birth.' 
changing our deep-set attitudes 
about household and child care 
responsibilities. 
If our society is to survive 
without large numbers of women 
spending half their adult lives 
chronically exhausted, 
we
 must 
banish the idea that women possess 
some innate responsibility fer all 
things
 domestic. 
According to a 1976 study con-
ducted by a group of Northwestern 
University sociologists, working 
women still shoulder 80 to 90 percent 
of household duties (Chicago Trib-
une, 
Feb. 23, 1980). 
children? 
Never. That's 
how often. 
Women 
were once 
told
 that they 
couldn't 
have  it all. 
Now  they are 
told that 
they
 can, so long 
as they 
still get 
dinner
 on the table
 and do 
everything else
 they once did. 
In her
 book "The 
Power  of the 
Positive  Woman," 
Phyllis
 Schlafly, 
an outspoken foe 
of the women's 
movement, writes,
 "Household 
duties have been 
reduced  to only a 
few hours 
a day, leaving
 the 
American woman with plenty 
of 
time to 
moonlight
 in full- or 
part-
time jobs.  
By using 
the 
word'
 
moonlight,"  
Schlafly  implies
 that  
housework
 is 
really a 
woman's  
responsibility,  
something that
 she must 
complete  in 
addition  to 
any
 outside work.
 
Schlafly
 goes 
on to 
quote 
Katharine
 
Hepburn,
 who 
once  said, 
"...  I 
think
 women 
have to 
choose. I 
remember  
making 
the 
decision,  
'Well,
 I'll 
never  marry 
and 
have
 
children.  I 
want  to be a 
star, and I 
don't 
want
 to make 
my husband
 my 
victim. And
 I certainly
 don't 
want  to 
make 
my
 children 
my
 victim'." 
"When  a wife 
takes a job
 outside 
the home," 
Schlafly  goes 
on to say, 
"she 
pays a high 
price in 
freedom
 
because
 she 
actually  is 
working  two 
jobs." 
Nowhere  in this 
suicidal  tangle 
of tradition,
 sacrifice 
and mar-
tyrdom,  
however,  is it 
ever con-
sidered  that 
the  man 
could
 do his 
rightful
 share 
of
 the 
housework
 and 
the child care. 
Of course,
 some men 
do help 
their  working 
wives, but, 
as Pat 
Mainardi
 warns 
women  in her 
ar-
ticle "The 
Politics of 
Housework,"  
"...
 make sure 
that  you don't 
have  
the 
responsibility 
for the housework
 
with 
occasional  help 
from  him. 'I'll 
cook dinner
 for you 
tonight'
 implies 
it's really 
your  job and 
isn't
 he a nice 
guy
 to do some
 of it for 
you."  
No 
person 
should  have 
to handle 
two
 full-time 
jobs, especially
 due to 
accident  of 
birth.
 
The 
day  
Mrs.
 Olson 
tells a 
distraught
 young 
husband 
about 
"coffee 
worth a 
second  
cup,"
 is the 
day 
we'll  know 
the tides 
are  
turning.
 
Record
 
piracy
 results
 
from
 
high 
prices  
and
 low quality 
by Brian Boyd 
City Editor 
With double-digit list prices for
 
single 
albums  just around the 
corner, one thing is becoming in-
creasingly clear to record buyers: 
Rock 'n roll is here to pay. 
Record 
companies have found 
that they are in an enviable position. 
Like the oil companies, they have 
found that there is a rather large 
group 
of consumers who will pay 
almost any 
amount  for their 
product. But the times they are a-
changin' . 
The spiraling prices and 
plummeting quality of domestically 
produced albums have sent 
audiophiles scurrying to their home 
cassette  decks. 
They have found that with a 
decent stereo, records can be taped 
off the airwaves for a fraction of the 
cost of the over -packaged, 
over-
priced cassettes 
that
 are pawned off 
on the consumers.
 They have also 
found that 
the  quality of these home 
recordings
 far surpass the store-
bought product. 
Sure, there is a warning on the 
back of albums today  that states 
"unauthorized duplication is a 
violation of applicable laws." This 
toothless roBr is taken seriously by 
almost no 
one.
 
There have been ad-
vertisements in such publications as 
Rolling Stone warning against the 
evils of 
record  piracy. These ads are 
good for 
little  more than a good 
laugh.
 
What 
else can be done? Tape-
deck police? 
Perhaps there is a bold new plan 
that record company executives
 
have yet to explore. 
It may be a 
crazy idea but perhaps the
 time has 
come. 
The  American record com-
panies 
should make a quality 
product at a reasonable price. At the 
very least they 
should  put out 
records and tapes that merit the 
lofty prices they now charge. 
There is a reason 
why  so many 
serious record collectors have 
turned 
to imported records from 
Europe  and Japan. The quality of 
these
 records makes their high price 
less painful. 
There are yen "master
 disc 
recordings" a ,able for just under 
$2(
 that many feel are worth the 
investment. 
Consumers 
are willing to pay for 
quality. They are not willing 
to pay 
for the second-rate discs that are 
available today. 
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'Rat' is 
offensive  
word
 
Editor: 
After belonging to a 
fraternity 
on campus  for the past two years, I 
am fed up with the poor image that 
the Spartan Daily gives to the SJSU 
Greek system. 
One bias against us is the 
Daily's constant use of the word 
"frat." The word has appeared in 
headlines and in stories of almost 
every article written about us. 
Having some background in jour-
nalism, I am aware that using a 
slang word 
(the word does not ap-
pear in the dictionary or the AP 
Stylebook) in a headline is not 
proper, especially
 since the word 
"frat" insinuates a bunch of animals 
that do nothing but party and sleep. 
The word 
"fraternity"  comes 
from a Latin word meaning 
brotherhood, which is promoted 
more than anything else 
in the 
Greek system here. Not
 being from 
the area, I notice 
that
 people in the 
Bay Area get rather
 upset when the 
word "Frisco" is used in 
place  of 
San Francisco. 
Also, very few positive stories 
are published about the system. You 
always seem to be on the scene when 
a house loses its lease or a 
party  gets 
busted, but never 
when  members of 
a fraternity save a woman from 
almost being beaten to death in the 
middle of the  street. 
So, all I'm asking is that you 
give our growing system a fair 
shake, and 
never use that four -
lettered word that begins with an 
"F" again. 
Michael
 Daly 
Phi 
Delta Theta 
Public Administration, 
junior
 
Unfairly ousted 
by fraternity? 
Editor: 
If I 
had  a 
Better
 Fr: 
ternity
 
Bureau 
to write to I 
would. But, 
I 
don't,
 so you 
are my only 
recourse 
for 
warning  
those  
interested
 in 
joining
 a fraternity.
 
I decided
 to join a 
fraternity 
to 
have a center 
where there 
would 
always
 be friends, 
to
 participate 
in 
organized 
athletics and 
have a place 
that 
organized
 social 
events.  I'm 
26,
 
work 30 
hours  per week 
and  have an 
apartment. 
Last fall, I 
tried to work
 into my 
schedule
 the 
pledge  
requirements,  
but it 
didn't work.
 So, I 
elected
 to try 
again  in 
the  spring. 
This time 
I 
caiiied
 out
 all of the 
prerequisites  
which 
consisted 
of weekly 
meetings,
 
learning 
infrrmation,
 
performing  
weekly chores, paying dues, etc. It 
all culminated in being invited to 
hell week, initiation week or in-
spiration 
week, being one and the 
same. I made arrangements
 to take 
a week off work, which costs 
me'8200
 
to $300. 
When this week arrived, I 
thought I was prepared to 
undergo  a 
physically tiring and psychological-
ly draining experience.
 It was frus-
trating  and I found it difficult to sub-
ject myself to humiliation and sub-
serviance to a group of 
18 -to-21 year 
olds. But I tried, 
and  held the atti-
tude that I 
could  contribute to the 
improvement 
of this organization 
once I 
was in. 
The night before our 
initiation, 
the last night of hell week, I 
was 
voted out. A 70 
percent quorum 
narrowly ousted me 
after being 
involved for 
one year. To me, this 
action 
seems highly unethical and 
unfair.  
Perhaps, I was not meant
 for 
this organization and 
my only 
putting 80 percent 
into the fraternity 
may have 
justified
 my being 
voted 
out. But to be encouraged
 by the 
group and making 
it that far and 
then being 
dropped,
 is extremely 
unfair and shows 
a lack of concern
 
and 
sensitivity for those aspiring to 
become members. 
So, to those of you 
considering 
the Greek system, 
weigh the pros 
and cons.
 Socializing and fun are 
available  but nypocrisy 
is 
widespread.  There are
 other 
organizations
 worthy of your 
time.  
There are
 good people in the 
system,
 
so if you 
decide  to join, enjoy, 
good 
luck and I hope  
you change it for the 
better.
 
Steve 
Parker  
International 
Business,  
senior 
Mental  
patients  
are  
scapegoats
 
Editor:
 
As a journalism major and a 
former
 Daily staffer, I am angered 
at the 
continued  scapegoating of 
board and 
care homes as a cause of 
the rape 
problem.  The board 
and
 
care 
homes  have been here 
since  
1967, when former governor 
and  ndw 
presidential
 hopeful Ronald 
Reagan
 
decided
 
that 
we
 did not 
need 
as 
many 
mental  
hospitals.  
Mental
 
patients 
were 
pushed  out 
into 
the 
streets, 
while at the
 
same 
time, 
students
 were
 abandoning
 
the 
sororities
 and fraternities
 in droves. 
Like two
 lost 
lovers
 who needed
 
each
 
other,
 they found 
each  other. 
I 
cannot  overemphasize
 the 
difference here 
between someone 
who is mentally ill
 and the 
dangerously violent
 mentally ill. 
Since 
there 
happens to be a crime 
problem  
here,  
writer
 Janet 
Fields 
has added 
two and two and
 gotten 
six. 
No proof
 has been 
offered
 of this 
important,
 implied 
connection. 
There 
also is a lot
 of elderly, 
minority, and 
poor people in 
this  
area.  Perhaps 
Fields would 
also  like 
to 
recommend 
that we 
oppose  the 
location 
of more 
elderly or 
minorities
 or poor 
in this area.
 
There  are also 
a lot of 
students  in 
this
 area. 
Perhaps  
students  should
 
come out
 against 
students. 
Just  
because
 we have 
a 
concentration
 of 
one 
"type"  
here
 does 
not  mean 
that 
that  is 
the  cause.
 
Responsible
 
journalism  
includes
 
investigation
 
and 
reporting.
 
Reporting  
without 
investigation
 is 
something
 less 
than 
responsible
 
journalism.
 I, 
as a 
journalist,
 
challenge
 
Daily  
reporters
 and
 
photographers
 to 
look 
at 
police  
records
 and
 talk 
to 
people
 in 
the  law 
enforcement
 
agencies  
who  
know
 and
 
can
 help 
prove
 a 
connection.
 
Also 
visit
 board
 and
 
care
 
homes,
 
talk 
to
 
board
 
and  
care  
operators,
 
social
 
workers,  
as 
well  
as
 board
 and
 
care
 
clients  
themselves.
 If 
you  are 
going 
to 
cover
 a 
story,  
cover
 it 
from  
the  
inside.
 If 
you  
are  
going  
to 
accuse  
people,
 you 
need 
proof.  
The 
problem
 
here  
is 
much
 
deeper
 
than
 
people  
realize.
 
Board  
and 
care 
homes
 
are  
forced  
here 
by 
surrounding
 
communities
 
that 
zone
 
them 
out.
 If 
we 
follow
 the
 
lead
 
of
 
communities
 
like  
Saratoga
 
and 
other  
towns
 
that
 
don't  
let 
them 
in, 
where
 can 
these
 
people
 
go?  
You 
are 
talking
 
about
 
people's
 
very
 
existence.
 
People
 who
 
were  
quite  
often
 
once  
quite
 
normal.
 
People,
 
some 
of 
whom
 
even  
have
 
BAs,  
MM,
 
and  
PhDs
 
from 
the
 
nation's
 
leading
 
universities.
 
People
 
who
 
due  
to
 
stress,
 
burnout
 
or
 
what-
ever,
 just
 
can't  
function
 
anymore.
 
Steve
 Sloan
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3 
'rd
 
party
 
debates
 
Libertarians
 
want
 'in' 
W.(46 
Libertarian  
candidate  
David  Bergland
 
eyrie 
Norton  
he 
Libertarian
 
Party  wants you to know it is 
serious.  
ccording 
to 
their  national 
chairman,  David 
and, who 
is
 also 
a candidate for U.S. Senator Alan 
iton's seat, the goal of 
the  Libertarians this year is to 
ecognition and 
not necessarily win 
elections.  
ergland,
 44, said last week that
 he expects public 
(ectives  to be altered by 
the conclusion of the 
1980
 
cal season. 
le talked to reporters at a 
news conference held 
e a speech he delivered
 
to the Kenna Club, 
an alumni 
iization 
on
 the Santa Clara 
University  campus. 
.1 want 
the 
electorate  to know 
that  from now on, 
rica will have a three 
party  system  the Democrats, 
.epublicans
 and the Libertarians," he said.
 
Sergland, an Orange County attorney, 
attacked
 both 
tepublican 
opponent,  Paul Gann, and the League of 
en Voters, for attempting to exclude him and other 
r party candidates from the televised senatorial 
tes 
planned  for October by the league.
 
iemocratic incumbent 
Cranston
 holds a wide lead 
his challengers in public opinion
 polls, and has been 
ig for the inclusion of all 
candidates  in the debate who 
qualified for the 
November  ballot. 
lergland said that Gann's reluctance to debate him 
s from a fear of a public comparison of the two of 
His
 (Gann's) attempts to portray himself as an anti-
overnment candidate will pale in comparison to the 
free enterprise, pro-individual liberty positions that 
I be voicing as the Libertarian 
Party's candidate," 
land 
said.  
lie political advantage for Cranston in having others 
led in the debates, Bergland said, is the mistaken 
' that only Gann can be damaged by the more ar-
de Libertarian. 
Gann is a throw -away candidate for the 
;partan 
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ROTC 
blood  
drive  
The Air Force ROTC  
will sponsor a blood drive
 
Sept. 8 through 12. The 
Loma Prieta Room 
in the 
Student Union will be open 
to donors from 10 a.m. to 3 
p.m. 
For more information, 
call Robert 
Chris Henry at 
the AFROTC 
office,  277-
2743. 
LEARN  
ABOUT 
THE  
NEW  
MINORITY
 
k 
COURSE
 ON 
GAY 
PEOPLE
 
Readings, Lectures
 
Discussions 
on 
IDENTITY,
 LIFESTYLE,
 
SEXUALITY, 
POLITICS 
-- Enroll
 in 
The Sociology of 
Homosexuality  
SOC 
172 TTH 
12:30-1:45  
DMH 347 3 units
 
Republicans,'*  
Bergland 
told
 reporters.
 "Cranston 
welcomes
 what I can 
do to Gann. 
"I'm also going
 to demolish Cranston,"
 Bergland 
addea. 
The Libertarian Party
 qualified for ballot status in 
January and claim a California
 statewide membership of 
85,000 people. Its 
presidential  candidate, Ed Clark, 
who  
drew over 5 percent
 of the vote in the 1978 California 
gubernatorial race, is 
currently  on the ballot in 44 
states  
and expects to be on 
all  50 state ballots by 
November.
 
Bergland said that Clark
 will be on more ballots than 
Independent 
presidential
 candidate John Anderson. 
Bergland and the Libertarians
 point to the steady rise 
in the number of Independent 
voters as evidence that 
there is a growing dissatisfaction 
with the two-party 
system and that Americans are 
seeking
 a viable alter-
native.
 
The Libertarians interpret the low voter turnout
 (54 
percent) for
 the closely contested 1976 presidential 
election as further 
evidence  of the public's disen-
chantment
 with the political choices they are offered, 
Bergland said. A recent Gallop 
Poll suggests that the 
turnout in 1980
 will be nearly the same as 
1976. 
Party campaign literature 
says
 that the low 
registration 
levels  of 
votqrs  between
 the ages of 18 to 35 
enhances the possibility of a 
major political realignment.
 
The numbers indicate a 
growing
 U.S. population that 
has
 no political allegiance to 
either  of the major parties, 
he
 said. 
Bergland  said that his party offers 
young people an 
opportunity because
 of its view that goverrunent
 should 
get out of citizens' lives and
 therefore break down some 
of 
the 
bureaucratic barriers to 
entrance  and advancement 
in
 
the economic
 system. 
He cited minimum wage laws, 
mandatory Social 
Security and licensing
 and land use 
regulations  as 
examples  of 
impediments
 to financial 
mobility.
 
Aeronautics
 
Dept.  
awaits  
November
 
by Stephen 
D. Stroth 
The $1.5 million 
discrimination
 suit that 
was filed against SJSU and 
Aeronautics Department 
Chairman Thomas 
Leonard is 
still  alive and in 
a "discovery period" while 
awaiting
 the pre-trial date 
of Nov. 17. 
The suit 
was filed on 
Feb. 29 by two aeronautics 
majors 
and  a graduate who 
claimed
 discrimination on 
the part of the Aeronautics
 
Department  and the 
university against people 
of Middle Eastern descent. 
The plaintiffs, all of 
Middle 
Eastern descent 
and alleged 
victims  of 
"verbal 
assault,"  
misadvisement
 and 
general
 "discriminatory
 
practices"
 by school of-
ficials, 
are Nabil Taovil, 
(
Marcel  
Frangieh
 and 
graduate 
Samir  Asad. 
The 
pre-trial
 hearing 
will be 
held in either 
San 
Francisco  or 
San Jose 
Federal 
Court. The
 trial 
date 
has been set
 for Dec. 
2. 
The 
university  will 
be 
represented  
by Deputy 
Attorney
 General
 Iver 
Skjeie, 
while  the 
plaintiffs  
will be 
represented 
by 
Diane
 Dickstein of the
 law 
firm 
Siegel,
 Meyers, 
Taub, 
Siegel 
and  
Friedman
 of 
Oakland. 
The plaintiffs are 
claiming general and 
punitive damages for 
alleged 
discriminatory  
acts and 
subsequent  
tampering by Leonard 
with 
a report supposedly 
outlining those same acts
 
The 
advocates  for 
the
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New
 
garage plans halted 
by Mary 
Washburn  
The 
university's
 plans 
for a 
new parking 
garage 
won't  be heard 
by the 
California State Univeisity
 
and Colleges 
system  
( CSUC) Board of 
Trustees  
this September
 as 
previously  
expected,
 ac-
cording to 
J. Handel 
Evans,  associate 
executive 
vice president. 
Funding
 problems
 and 
studies 
of other 
traffic 
projects
 currently
 being 
conducted
 by 
the city 
of 
San  juse 
have  caused
 the 
university  
to 
hold
 the 
Environmental
 Impact
 
Report 
tEIR) 
ort.  the 
garage 
proposed 
fix  the 
corner 
of
 Fourth 
and San 
Carlos  streets.
 
The 
garage,
 
estimated
 
to
 cost 
$5.85  million,
 was 
to
 
be 
funded
 
with  
bond
 
money. 
Evans 
describes
 the 
present  
bond
 market
 as 
"severely 
depressed,"
 and 
although 
not 
completely  
eliminating  
the chances
 of 
funding  a 
new 
garage,
 said 
problems
 exist. 
The city
 is 
currently  
studying
 parking 
on 10th 
and 
11th 
streets,  
a 
Guadalupe  
corridor
 
parking 
project,
 the 
lawsuit
 
17 trial 
claimants 
and the 
defen-
dants
 in the case
 declined 
to 
comment  on it due 
to the 
pending nature 
of the trial. 
"They asked 
that  we 
not get 
in any discussion
 
about it," 
Leonard said. 
"It's too bad,
 because I 
Clink 
we have a 
fairly 
forthright
 position." 
Leonard said that 
Taovil 
and  Frangieh are 
still in 
school and attending 
classes. 
Asad,  according to 
Leonard, is 
minding 
business interests
 in the 
northern Bay Area. 
downtown  
transit
 wall and 
the 
San Antonio
 
Redevelopment
 Project, 
according
 to 
Evans.
 
Evans 
said the 
ad-
ministration
 plans
 to wait 
until
 these 
studies 
are  
completed
 
before  
going  on 
with
 the 
garage 
project 
because  the 
location of 
and 
access to 
the  proposed 
garage  may be 
affected  by 
the result of the 
studies.
 
Michael Medina, A.S. 
President and leader of 
Save Our 
Structures,  said 
he hopes that 
the ad-
ministration 
"might  just 
give up 
on it." 
Medina 
said it will be 
difficult  to 
justify
 the cost 
of
 the 
parking
 
structure,.
 
proposed
 for the 
site of the 
Social Sciences 
Building 
and its 
adjacent  parking 
lot, to the trustees. 
His group has argued 
at previous EIR hearings 
that
 anticipated traffic 
problems, 
declining
 
enrollment,
 rising
 gas 
prices and availability
 of 
parking in the two other 
campus garages outweigh 
the 
benefits  of a new 
garage. 
An administration 
survey taken
 at last 
spring's  
walk-through  
registration indicated that 
most students 
favored the 
construction 
of a new 
garage. 
However, 
the survey 
came 
under fire 
from 
Medina 
and others 
who 
charged
 that the 
data
 was 
manipulated.
 
A survey taken last 
semester by the Sociology 
Department's Opinion 
Polling Center repoted that 
most faculty and students 
(59 
percent of 
each)
 oppose 
the destruction of buildings 
to provide 
more  parking 
space. 
Medina calls the 
Sociology 
Department 
survey the 
"first solid 
data" he has seen. 
Medina 
questioned  the 
scientific 
validity  of the 
administration's  
sampling 
because
 it was 
only done 
at 
walk-through  
registration.  
The 
campus 
lost  1,500 
parking
 spaces 
in
 the fall 
of 
1977 
when  
parking
 on the 
streets  
east
 of 
campus
 was 
restricted  
to
 residents
 only. 
This 
semester,  
Ninth  Street 
has
 been 
closed  to 
parking.
 
According
 to Medina.
 
however,
 more spaces 
were created
 when the 
former  gravel lot 
next to 
the Business Tower
 was 
paved
 and spaces 
painted 
this summer 
The 
university stands 
to lose 1,000 additional 
parking spaces when the 
dirt lot across from the Old 
Science Building is taken 
over by state and federal 
office buildings as part of 
the San Antonio 
Redevelopment project. 
ATTENTION
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San 
Jose 
State 
Football
 
Preview
 
-- 
1980
 
Septernber
 
3.
 1980 
by Jerry McDonald 
and Greg Mlles 
Offensive power is one 
thing that SJSU 
has  
seemed to accomplish over 
the years, and this season 
should be no exception. 
SJSU
 should have one
 
of the 
most powerful 
of-
fenses in the 
league, 
featuring  an 
experienced,  
well -developed
 line with 
good
 size, one
 of the 
best  
receiii.ng  
corps 
in the 
country, 
and a 
healthy 
running  
attack,  
head
 coach 
Jack 
Elway said.
 
Receivers
 - Elway 
describes
 his 
receiving 
core of junior 
Stacey
 
Bailey  
( 6-0, 161) and 
seniors Mark Nichols (6-2,
 
192),
 Mario Thornton 
( 5-11, 
188), 
and Rick Parma 
( 5-
10, 
176), as players who are 
smart, tough,
 speedy and 
as good as 
any in the 
country. Their 
impressive 
statistics back every word. 
Pre
-season  All -Amer-
ica candidate
 Nichols 
established 
himself
 as one 
of the 
premiere
 deep 
threats in 
the nation, 
averaging  26.7 yards 
per
 
catch. 
He set school 
records 
for touchdowns
 
receiving  ill) and 
receiving
 yardage ( 773) in 
a 
season.
 
Nichols 
also tied a 
school record
 with three 
touchdown 
receptions  in a 
game against
 Long Beach 
State. 
"Our receivers are as 
good as any 
receivers on 
the West Coast, including 
Stanford's  
Ken 
Margerum,"  Nichols said. 
The
 two teams Nichols 
would like to beat the most 
are  Stanford and Baylor, 
which he feels will give the 
team the most trouble. 
Bailey also 
snowed  
impressive natural
 talent 
last season. He 
earned 
second team All-PCAA
 
honors after totalling 4 
receptions,  ranking second 
on the Spartans' squad. 
Bailey  was one of two 
players on last year's team 
to catch a pass every
 
game. 
Bailey had four 100
-
yard receiving
 games in 
1979, including 11 recep-
tions for
 a 146 yard day 
against Lang 
Beach  State. 
Parma will also see 
plenty of action at a wide
 
receiver post this 
season.  
last season he 
caught  five 
touchdown passes
 to rank 
second on the team.
 Parma 
averaged 17.1 
yards  per 
catch in 
1979. 
Thornton should also 
see plenty of action at wide 
receiver this season. He 
had  his best game in 1979 
against Utah State 
when  he 
caught three passes for 51 
Offensive
 
power  to 
lead  
Spartans' 
80
 
effort  
-""1 ' 
will  be sophomore 
Tim 
A 
Kearse  
(6-0,
 185), a 
tran-
sfer 
from 
Los  
Angeles  
Valley  
Junior  
College,  
who  
will 
play 
at
 the 
wide 
receiver 
spot 
as well. 
Kearse will
 play mostly
 in 
passing
 
situations.
 
photo by 
Ml/re  Malone 
Returning wide 
receiver Mario 
Thornton  dives for 
extra 
yardage  in '79 action
 against California.
 
yards.
 
Quarterback
 
--
Scheduled  to be 
the star-
ting
 quarterback on 
the 
1980 
squad  is sophomore 
Steve 
Clarkson 
/6-1,
 212), 
who Elway 
described  as 
young and untested, 
but  he 
expects him to do 
an out-
standing job. 
Clarkson  has 
good size, is 
bright, and has 
a good 
arm,
 according to 
Elway. In his brief ap-
pearances last season, 
Clarkson attempted six 
passes, 
completing four for 
86 yards and two touch-
downs.
 
With 50 lettermen 
returning, Clarkson wants 
to prove
 that SJSU is the 
team to beat. 
He
 is 
dedicating this season to 
the 
seniors
 because "They 
play their 
hearts  out." 
"The receivers
 are the 
best in the country," ac-
cording to Clarkson, and 
because of this fact, there 
will be more 
of a deep 
passing
 game as well as the 
short passing game. He 
gives the team a 99.5 
percent 
chance  to win the 
conference this season. 
Offensive
 Line - Of-
fensive line coach 
Dick 
Sullivan says he has a 
veteran line coming back, 
with senior center Rick 
Rasnick (6-1, 217) as the 
leader of the offense. 
"Rasnick is as good as 
anyone on the West Coast," 
according 
to  Sullivan. "He 
can block any man one-on-
one and win the battle," 
Sullivan 
said.  
Sullivan also 
has  high 
hopes for 
sophomore 
Maomao Niko (6-3,
 270 ) 
who
 
will switch 
from 
defense to the
 offensive line 
this season. His 
ability  to 
play 
offense will produce a 
lot as far as the run and 
pass, Sullivan said. Niko is 
strong and quick with a lot 
of power, and could 
become one 
of the best 
tackles 
in the country, 
according to Sullivan. 
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Running 
Backs  --
Running back coach 
Dennis Erickson feels he 
has a good overall corps. At 
fullback will be senior Mike 
Charles
 (d -l0,
 
199).  
At the tailback position 
will be junior Gerald 
Willhite 
(0-10,
 180), a 
transfer
 from American 
River 
Junior  College. 
Willhite 
had  knee surgery 
during the 
spring  but is 
back to 100 
percent.  
Willhite has 4.3
 speed in the 
40, and is considered a good 
pass receiver by  Erickson. 
Backing Charles at the 
fullback will be senior 
Steve
 Bradford (5-11, 212, 
who is described as a 
strong runner who catches 
well; 
junior  Roy Smally 
( 5-
When talking to Elway
 
and 
his 
defensive
 
assistants,
 one can 
hardly 
help 
noticing the 
grins each 
has when 
discussing  
this
 
year's
 
defense.
 
Looking
 at last 
year's 
defensive 
record, a 
person 
has to 
ask:  "What are 
these men 
smiling  about?"
 
Isn't 
this the same 
team  that: 
 
Surrendered  
301 
points  in 11 
games, 
an 
average
 of 
nearly
 30 per
 
game?
 
 Won games 
by
 the 
scores 
of 53-42, 
and  32-31, 
mainly 
on the right
 arm of 
quarterback
 Ed 
Luther  and 
legs of 
Jewerl  
Thomas?
 
 
Played
 to a 
48-48  tie, 
and lost 
games 
45-29,
 38-18, 
and 
34-32,  
games
 where
 a 
superior
 defensive
 effort 
would 
have been enough 
to
 
insure victory? 
Well, it is 
and it isn't 
the same team.
 The young 
people  who 
suffered  
through a 
learning 
process
 
last year are 
now a year 
older  and 
wiser,
 and a flock 
of 
talented
 JC 
recruits 
promise  a 
better  Spartan 
defensive
 product 
in 1980, 
according
 to Eiway
 and his 
assistants. 
This  
creates
 
gaps
 
between
 the 
Spartan  
defensive
 line and
 the 
opponent's  
offensive
 line, 
which are  
designed to take
 
advantage
 of the 
Spartan's  
defensive
 quickness. 
A rundown 
on this 
year's 
defense 
follows.  
Defensive Ends
 - This 
is a 
position 
where  ex-
perience  counts, 
and
 the 
Spartans
 have it 
in
 fifth -
year 
seniors  Bill Benjamin 
(6-2,
 214) and 
Jeff Sch-
weiger (6-3,
 219 ). 
"Because the ends 
must rush the 
passer, 
contain the run and take 
some
 pass coverage 
responsibility, it helps to 
have experience at the 
position,"
 said defensive 
coordinator 
Lon Troxel. 
However,  growing 
complacent
 with their 
starting 
positions would 
prove 
unwise, 
as
 
sophomore
 Bob Overly 
(6-
0, 221), 
and Taft JC tran-
sfer 
Eric  Lane 16-1, 
213),
 
are both capable
 per-
formers and will see 
considerable
 playing time. 
"And not just
 at the ends of 
games," 
stressed  Troxel. 
Down Linemen - Here 
lies one of 
the only depth 
problems faced by 
this 
year's defense. 
The  
starting 
talent isn't the 
question,
 it's what happens 
if one of them
 is injured. 
The line was
 one of the 
main reasons the new gap -
type defensive set-up 
was  
instituted. 
photo by Paul 
Chinn 
Wide Receiver Stacey 
Bailey  attempts to pull in a diving 
catch  in action this 
past season against local -rival Stanford. 
10, 
204),
 a junior college 
transfer from San 
Fran-
cisco City 
College, and 
junior 
Greg Smith (6-0,
 
203), a transfer
 from San 
Diego  City College, 
who 
will 
play both 
fullback  and 
tailback.  Erickson 
feels he 
is 
one of the 
best  inside 
runners
 on the 
team. 
Backing 
Willhite  at the 
tailback  position
 will be 
senior  Bobby 
Pleasant (5-7,
 
181
 ), who 
Erickson 
describes as 
consistent, 
and 
blocks  and catches 
well. 
Also  backing Willhite 
"With 
the experience 
the young 
players got, 
along with 
the transfers, 
we hope to 
be at least 50 
percent better
 this year,"
 
Elway said. 
"We have 
more 
flexibility
 in our 
defensive  set-up
 now, and 
we 
hope  to be 
more ac-
tive.''
 
What Elway
 is talking 
about
 is a subtle 
shift in the 
Spartan 
defense, 
which will
 
shift the 
defensive  line 
over 
slightly  to 
the 
offense's
 
strong
 side. 
The side with
 
the tight end). 
"We don't have 
the 
biggest line around, but we 
have some 
guys
 who can 
run a little,"
 defensive line 
coach  Wally Gaskins said. 
"Our new set-up will take 
advantage of this and our 
pursuit ability." 
On
 the line, the man 
to 
watch is defensive
 tackle 
Rod Traylor 
(6-1, 226), last 
year's leading tackler 
on 
the line with 102 
stops  and 
three fumble 
recoveries.  
At the  punishing nose 
guard position, the 
starter 
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will be 
PCAA 
heavyweight
 
wrestling  
champion
 Casey
 
Guilliford.
 
Guilliford  
is 
small 
for an 
interior
 
lineman
 at 6-0 
and 217, 
but 
Gaskins
 thinks
 his 
com-
bination
 of 
strength  
and 
quickness
 will 
cause 
some 
problems
 for
 the 
op-
position.  
Also  sure 
to see 
action
 
is 
Fullerton
 
JC
 
transfer
 
junior  
Dave
 
Dole
 ( 6-0,
 2411. 
With 
his 
size,  
Dole
 gives
 
the 
opponent
 
a 
different
 
look 
than 
Guilliford.
 
Manning  
the 
other  
defensive  
tackle 
siot
 is the 
Spartan's
 
largest
 
starting
 
lineman,
 
junior  
Larry 
Alexander
 
(6-2,245).
 
A transfer
 from 
L.A. 
Southwest  
College, 
he has 
4.9  speed 
to go 
with 
his  
muscle 
and  should 
help the 
Spartan  
pass  rush. 
Linebackers  - 
Spartan 
1979 
Defensive  
Player
-of -
the -Year 
junior  
Cheyenne
 
Tuufuli
 (6-1, 235),
 and 
senior John 
Kulusich  16-2, 
233), who suffered 
a knee 
injury 
last year, hold 
down  
the starting 
spots.  Neither 
is overly fast, but both are
 
strong, 
tough,  and hard-
nosed, according to 
linebacker
 coach 
Larry 
Kerr. 
Defensive Secondary
 - 
Last year 
it surrendered 
over 180 yards per game 
passing. Now it is con-
sidered 
one of the team's 
strongest units. 
"They 
have a great 
unit attitude, 
they are 
hitters
 and a 
lot of fun 
to 
work 
with," 
raves 
back-
field 
coach  Greg 
McMakin.  
Cornerback is loaded 
with talent, with San 
Bernardino 
transfer  junior 
Dewayne Butler 
/5-11,
 166), 
and returning starter 
sophomore Gill Byrd 15-10, 
191). 
Butler  was 
one of the 
better 
recruiting  
coups 
pulled  off 
by the 
Spartan  
coaches
 this 
year, 
taken 
right 
from  
under
 the 
nose  
of 
USC, 
who 
coveted  
him 
highly.
 
Also 
seeing 
con-
siderable
 
playing
 time
 will 
be 
senior 
Gary  
Walker
 15-8, 
181),
 and 
junior  
Ken  
Daniels 
(0-10,180). 
JC transfer
 Glen 
McClaren  
/5-9, 194), 
conibinen 
intelligence
 /3.8 
GPA with
 speed 
( 
4.65,
 
40)  
to give the 
Spartans the
 
best 
strong safety
 play they
 
have had 
in 
years,
 ac-
cording
 to 
Elway.
 
Two burners
 will vie 
for
 the free 
safety position
 
in 
junior 
All-PCAA
 
selection  
Ken 
Thomas  
(5-9,  
207), 
and  senior 
Jerome 
Bearden  
(6-1, 
180).  
Both
 
are
 
members
 
of
 the 
Spartan
 track
 team,
 and 
have
 the 
kind
 of speed
 it 
takes
 to 
prevent  
the  long 
pass. 
Punter 
-- Still 
unresolved, as 
Mike Berg, 
Frank  Ratto 
and  Hugh 
Williamson battle it out. 
Introducing... 
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SJSU
 Soccer
 loses
 
first  to 
Alumni
 
Scoring
 stars lead
 2-0 win 
photo 
by
 Glenn Matsumure 
Alumni 
goalkeeper  
Sean 
Keohane 
makes  a leaping save of a line 
drive shot by 
SJSU's  Hector Piz zaro 
(No.
 
6)
 
late  
in the 
annual
 
varsity/alumni  soccer 
game
 held 
Saturday  
night
 at 
Spartan  Stadium 
by Joe
 Aseo 
The two 
leading 
scorers in SJSU 
soccer 
history
 scored in rapid
 
succession 
to give the 
alumni  team their 
first
 win 
in 24 tries 
against the SJSU 
varsity soccer
 team 
Saturday night at 
Spartan 
Stadium.  
Mani Hernandez, 
SJSU's second
 all-time 
leading  scorer broke up a 
scoreless 
game
 with a 
header into the 
left
 side of 
the net off a pass
 from 
Terri Hays 69:13 into the 
match.  
Easy Perez, SJSU's
 
all-time leading
 scorer, 
quickly  followed with a line 
drive
 kick into the right 
corner
 off an 
assist
 from 
Alejandro
 Garcia at 
73:20. 
The two 
goals  marred 
an otherwise 
brilliant 
performance by SJSU 
goalie  Britt Irvine who 
was
 
credited 
with ten saves, six 
of those in the 
first half. 
Two of those saves were 
off  
line drives at close range 
from Perez. 
The Spartans' biggest 
scoring threat came 
la, 
the second 
half as varsity
 
forward Hector
 Pizarro 
drove a 
line drive toward
 
the center of the
 goal that 
was cleared off 
the  line by 
alumni 
defender Tom 
Ryan. 
Pizarro 
followed  up
 
with a 
head  shot off the 
clearing kick. 
Alumni goalie 
Sean 
Keohane saved a certain 
score with a leaping catch 
over  the head while diving 
backwards. 
SJSU coach Julie 
Menendez was satisfied 
with his team's per-
formance. 
"The alumni had an 
edge 
in
 fitness ariinst us. 
Four of the alumni
 players 
just finished playing with 
the Earthquakes this week. 
"But we did have 17 
shots on goal, and the game 
could have been 
different
 
had we put some 
in," 
Menendez said. 
Hernandez,  one of five 
current pro players on the 
alumni team, was a 
member of the Spartan 
class of 'et, and is 
currently a 
member  of the 
San Francisco Fog of the 
Major Indoor 
Soccer
 
League. 
The diminutive Her-
. -lez (standing 
just 5-21, 
was a 
member  of the 
original San Jose Ear-
thquakes back in 1974. 
Hernandez, back in 1968 
was awarded  the Hermann 
Trophy ( NCAA soccer's 
version of the Heismann 
Trophy),
 
the only SJSU 
player ever to be awarded 
such an honor.
 
"Their forwards are 
still playing individually, 
not as a team,
 but this will 
come 
in time," Hernandez 
said. "The
 defense was the 
strong point of 
the team 
during the 
course of the 
game. -
The alumni team 
also 
included the four San Jose 
Earthquakes,  three of the 
class of '78. Easy Perez, 
Steve Ryan, and 
Derek 
Evans were joined
 by '79 
grad Joe Silveira on both 
the Quakes 
and  alumni 
squads. 
"This is one of the 
toughest teams we play 
this season," goalkeeper 
Irvine said after the game. 
Irvine
 noted that the 
defense was the strong 
point during the game, not 
allowing a goal in the first 
half, despite 14 shots on 
goal by the alumni. 
The alumni 
totalled  23 
shots on goal
 during the 
game.  
Menendez
 attributed 
the lack of 
offensive  punch 
during the first 
half, when 
the Spartans had 
only
 six 
shots 
on
 goal, to 
the 
inexperience
 of the 
for-
ward  line. 
"The
 forwards are
 not 
used to 
playing together," 
Menendez 
said.  Forwards 
Pizarro, Sergio 
Cardoza 
and Guilio Bernardi did 
mesh during
 the second 
half with 11 
shots  on goal. 
The alumni 
dominated
 
the first half, 
keeping
 thy 
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Spartans
 on 
the 
cl.ifensive
 
much 
of the 
time. 
Excellent play by 
defenders
 Louie 
Ortega,
 
Rick 
Azofeifa  and 
Mark  
Tomlin kept
 most shots on 
goal 
far from Irvine. The 
alumni and 
the  Spartans 
played  more 
evenly
 during 
the 
second 
half
 with 
spirited 
play  in the middle 
of the field. 
In earlier 
action,  an 
older edition of the alumni 
team defeated
 the SJSU 
junior varsity soccer team 
2-1.
 
Raiders
 acquire O'Steen 
by Jerry 
McDonald  
Former
 San 
Jose
 State 
defensive 
back  Dwayne 
O'Steen
 was 
traded 
Monday
 from 
the  Los 
Angeles 
Rams to the 
Oakland 
Raiders
 for an 
undisclosed draft choice. 
"We have been 
looking
 
at films of him with 
the 
Rams  and we saw 
the 
opportunity to pick up a 
player who can help 
us on 
the special 
teams  and at all 
four 
secondary  positions," 
Raider
 Director of Public 
Relations
 John Herrera
 
said.
 
The 
25 -year -old 
O'Steen started 
13 games 
for 
the Rains 
last year 
because 
of injuries 
to 
starters 
Pat Thomas and 
Rod Perry,
 including the
 
Super
 Bowl.
 
Spartan  
offensive
 line 
coach 
Dick  Sullivan, 
the
 
lone SJSU coach
 remaining 
from
 when O'Steen
 played 
at SJSU, 
expressed sur-
prise that the
 Rams let the 
6-1, 185-pounder go. 
"I
 talked to some Ram
 
coaches
 not too long ago
 
and 
they  seemed 
really 
high 
on
 Dwayne," 
Sullivan  
said. 
"They thought
 he 
could be 
an All -Pro." 
O'Steen
 started 
his 
collegiate 
career at 
Cal, 
but became 
disenchanted  
there and 
contacted 
Spartan 
coaches 
about 
transferring.  
After 
sitting out 
a year 
as 
required
 by the 
NCAA,  
he started for
 the Spartans 
in 
1976, impressing
 coaches 
with his 
aggressive  
play.
 
An injury
 ended 
O'Steen's
 senior 
season 
prematurely,  
and he 
went  
undrafted
 by the 
NFL in 
the 1978 draft. 
"It's 
hard
 to say 
why 
he 
wasn't  
drafted.  He 
played 
in the 
same 
backfield 
as
 Gerald 
Small,  
so he 
might  have 
been 
overshadowed
 a 
bit," 
Sullivan  
said.  
O'Steen 
was 
offered
 a 
tryout 
by the 
Rams
 and 
made
 the 
most
 of it, 
ex
-
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San Jose State 
University 
ceiling  on the special teams 
and as a fifth 
defensive 
back in passing 
situations.  
Despite
 a San Fran-
cisco 
newspaper  report 
that hint -d that 
trouble
 was 
the cause of his exit from 
the Rams, Sullivan had 
nothing but good to say 
about the former Spartan. 
"Dwayne 
has  a super 
attitude,  and 
is a pleasant,
 
intelligent  
and
 likeable 
individual,
 both on 
the field 
and off,"
 Sullivan 
said.  
One of 
O'Steen's 
best 
traits is his 
physical  
condition, according to 
Sullivan. 
"In the NFL, many 
players run into trouble 
because they don't stay in 
top physical shape during 
the off-season, and they run 
into trouble 
when they get 
back to 
camp,"  he said. 
That will never 
happen to Dwayne," he 
continued. 
"He always 
stays in shape and is ready 
to play 
football."  
The 
move
 to 
Oakland  
could
 be a 
major  
break
 for 
O'Steen.
 With 
the 
trading
 
of Jack 
Tatum, 
the  injury 
to 
Charles 
Phillips 
and the 
leaky
 nature
 of the
 Raider
 
defense
 
this
 year 
so far,
 
aggressive
 
newcomers  
such
 as 
O'Steen
 
should
 get 
a 
long look.
 
Although) 
originally 
from Los Angeles, Sullivan 
feels O'Steen will be happy 
with the Raiders. 
"After 
being  here and 
at 
Cal,
 the Bay Area
 is like 
a 
second  home 
to 
Dwayne,"  Sullivan said. 
"He has a lot 
of friends in 
the area, and I'm sure 
he'll 
do the 
job for Oakland." 
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Limit
 
one Pen 
(1.0.10.11fr
 
40 South
 First St. 
Son
 Jose 
2 79 168 1 
If 
it's o love a 
pen,
 
then 
the world's going 
crazy.%  
it happened 
to *octanes fir st Then 
lawyers, 
bookkeepers
 
waitresses.
 
cabbies, 
housewives, and businessmen succumbed
 to the beauty of our 
Pilot Razor Point and 
Finelmer
 pens 
Some people
 felt it was sick to get so 
emotionally  involved with 
our
 
pens But is it really so crazy
 to love a Pilot Razor Runt pen that writes 
with 
a sharp smooth 
line  and costs a mere 79C, 
hut
 nuts to flip over
 its unique 
little metal collar that 
smartly  helps to keep its point from 
going squish? 
If It is 
crazy.
 It's going
 to surprise whole lot of people In fact,
 we 
understand that 
Pilot  Razor Point even has  
What  it takes to score extra 
points with football
 players 
liaise comes to 
our  attention that 
many 
coaches are fans
 of the Pilot Fmeliner
 
Along with all the 
other Razor 
Point features.
 the 69C 
Pilot Fineliner has 
the strength 
and 
drive 
to go through carbons 
It's 
hard to resist a 
pen 
that holds
 the line like a Pilot
 
fineline marker pen? 
Announcements
 
WANTED: 
Baseball
 
cards,
 year-
books
 and 
world
 series
 programs, 
autographs, 
statues, 
memorabilia.  QUICK 
CASH.  he Dr. 
Lapin, 
Bus.
 Tower 763, or 
call
 M-
om
 
SJSU SIERRA CLUE is meeting 
every Tues.
 at 710 pm in the SU 
Guadalupe Room 
some
 
Coming  
ar liyilies include cycling trips, 
.....
 eking and mtn. climbing 
trips, beech 
parties,  etc. 
For Sale 
_ 
FOR SALE
 Two brown
 slip   
sofa 
chairs,  SSC 
Call
 1141796 alter
 3 
p.m. 
DOC,OR'S
 
HOSPITAL
 ORE
 ENS 
Sm, hied, L9 tops. S9 95.
 
pants
 
1111.91
 Send
 to 
Penn, 15o 
4145. Ft 
Land., Fla. 33311. 
PERSONAL  
PROTECTION
 
Shriek 
alarm
 Guards 
against  
attackers  
Send  
only 
ea for 
legal
 
protection 
to I414 
Everglades 
Or, 
Milpitas.
 CA 9111/55
 
Two 
reeten4ined
 roes, taw and lour 
chairs Near campus 
393-1734   
6 pm 
Help
 
Wanted  
FEMALE
 
HELP for
 
pleasant
 
handicapped
 
lady Part time Call 
248 
Ti75  
A VERY  good 
opportunity
 
to
 build 
YOUr
 
own business on a 
parttime
 
basis. This could be a 
lifetime carter 
with very 
good  income and rewards. 
Call 298 
2308 after 5 
TUTOR NEEDED Must spook 
French
 fluently. Teach 
French Lit, 
Math and Physics
 at my home in 
Los  
Gatos. 
Call
 3511393 
STUDENT  to assist in 
teaching 
remedial reading approx. 15-20 hrs 
Per
 
wk
 
Mon
 Rini Fri from 
34
 Pos 
Mu., be ay 
a Olble Il S days. Must
 be 
ex ci neni pacer. Will train. $4/hr. 
Call Mrs 
Spelt  Wet 2/7-11/01. 
REGISTER VOTERS - Good S 
Good Mord. Intently*
 
Program  
Outdoor
 WOrk,  Call 
4414471. 
. _ 
RETAIL
 ART SALES 
Part time 
evenings
 and weekends 
SAN
 JOSE 
AR
 T 
It Valley Fra S 
J 
HELP SEl 
BY HELPING OTHERS 
DONATE BLOOD 
PLASMA  
HYLAND PLASMA
 CENTER 
3s5 ALMADEN 
AVE.  
CALL 
FOR INFOAND 
APPOINTMENT 291 6535 
INSTRUCTIONAL
 AIDE 
needed
 ter 
the 
Dembpment  
Writing  Lab 
at San 
Jose
 
City
 College Must 
be available 
hew,
 
en 
tam I pm. Mon Fr, sill 
per hour Contact 
Tim Barter, WIT 
3111
 
Elt ire 
 'ME
 
CO  
STUDENTS
 
Eyes, 
Mon  Fri 
and Sat
 morns 
Telephone
 sales 
Easy way
 to earn 
full.tirne
 monay 
Most
 
reps -sr 
'alive% 
east, 
$450 it
 
00
 
Per,
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Guaranteed  
salary  and 
bonus 
For 
interview
 
call
 Mr .   
9114 
7151  
Personals
 
I WOULD 
like to find 
 woman 
companion to 
share  my apartment 
I 
an' 

 handicapped
 
man  with a 
voice 
defct. 
Call  290 MOO 
Services 
LOOK I NO be
 a 
wedding 
photographer?
 
Your 
wedding  
photography
 by John
 Eric 
Paulson  
Photographs
 are 
expressions  of 
love 
soft,
 elegant 
and 
universally
 on 
derslood
 For 
rho
 
tones/ 
award 
winning 
photography,
 call John at 
448 
7381 
Typing 
TYPING 20 
yrs.  Exp. All Formals 
Accuracy, neatness,
 deadline, 
guaranteed
 IBM 
Corr. Sel. II, So, 
5J/blossom  Molar. 
Call
 Kathie at 
574 11/ born e a 
m to 9 p.m. 
TYPING 
Research,  theses, etc. 
IBM
 
klI.Correctlltg It. Santa Clara 
area. 
Call  Cynthia 
at
 147 
19433.
 
TYPING. One letter to 
large  mail 
reports,
 
Merman
 or resumes. 
Quality WeTk
 
at reassemble
 
Prices 
Call THE EXECUTIVE'S 
ASSISTANT
 at
 lee MM. 
TYPING 
ACCURACY,
  
AND DEADLINES
 GUARAN 
TEED.  Sop in Ma  . 
Reports. 
 ions Approved by !Mill 
Grad. OftHe. IBM 
set  II Janet. 33, 
9575.  
ALL
 TYPING Feel, Professional, 
Accurate Sel II Theses 
and Term 
Papers a 
Specialty.
 
Reports,
 
manuals, 
Resumes,  etc. 
Restridge Area - 2594011 
FASYTYPE TYPING 
SERVICE,  
Reports. Mem, term papers. Fast 
and 
accurate.
 Call 3494412. 
BEST PRICES 
BEST MACHINE 
REST 
TYPIST 
64 N. 3RD.. 
Ns,  013 
16/4333
 2 
EXPERIENCED 
TYPIST  High 
quality work. 
Papers returned 
quickly. Will  type 
anything. 
ssiecfric
 II. Call Connie at 1944647. 
PROFESSIONAL TYPING. Timms, 
 , projects, tc. IBM 
Correcting  II. Cynthia 1474413 
(Santa Clare). Mary te52261
 Ihit. 
View/,
 
Sell
 
your
 
unwanted
 
itorns
 
in 
the  
Spartan
 
Daily  
Classifieds
 
SPARTAN DAILY 
CLASSIFIED 
AD RATES 
(Effective:  Fall 1980) 
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Autornottve 
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Moulting 
I mi and inund 
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CPS
 
Print Your Ad Here: 
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 30 
wirers  
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San Jose State 
university
 
San 
Jose, 
California  95192 
 Deadline Two 
days
 prior to pubboation
 
 Conserutr.
 
publication
 Wire 
only 
 Nn refunds on conceit
-
 
Tech;  
Door
 
UI 
by 
David Jacob
 
Non-resident
 and 
foreign 
students  faced a 
20
 
percent 
fee increase this
 
semester 
with  the rate per 
unit at $72 instead of 
$60. 
Out-ot-state  
students 
taking 15 units or more
 will 
pay a flat rate of $1,080 plus 
the regular student fees 
of 
$112. 
This increase creates 
special problems for 
foreign 
students who have 
saved money 
in
 their 
homelands prior 
to 
studying 
in the United 
States,
 only to discover 
that the increased costs 
necessitate rebudgetting. 
It aLso places untold 
burdens on the 
families 
who are 
working  to support 
the student, explained Ray 
Dodd, who is 
chairman  for 
the intercultural
 steering 
committee. 
The foreign students 
have 
to arrange their 
programs  around the 
money that they budget." 
he said. 
-Many students have 
to earn degrees before they 
can 
leave  their country to 
study 
abroad.
 They work a 
couple of years and
 save 
every penny only to come 
here and find that they 
must change
 their plans in 
order to 
manage. 
"Non-resident 
students  
from other states can 
gain 
resident status 
after  a year 
with a local address, but
 
foreign students cannot
 do 
this," 
Dodd  said. 
Foreign student ad-
visor Louie Barozzi also 
emphasized the hardships 
that the higher fees cause 
to students,  although he 
explained that the rates are 
pegged to rising instruction 
costs.  
'The
 
problem is 
greater for the students 
who are already here 
studying," Barozzi ex-
plained. 
"Students  who are 
planning to study at SJSU 
can arrange their budgets 
around the new costs." 
The 29 
percent  raise in 
fees was the highest in nine 
years, and it has increased 
every  year for the last ten 
Enrollment of foreign
 
students is still on 
the in-
crease despite the 
tuition 
hike according to Barozzi. 
'Countries
 are 
S.pt.rnb.r 3, 1980 
6 
sport_iguicie
  
The 
Baptist  
Student  
Union 
will hold a 
get -
acquainted 
meeting  from 
12.30 to 
1:30 p.m.,
 Wed-
nesday,
 in the 
S.U.  Mon-
talvo  Room. 
Call David 
Kemerling at 377-0772. 
  
 
The
 
Foreign
 
Languages
 
Department
 is 
forming
 a 
beginning
 
Sanskrit 
study  group. 
Call 
Taras Lukach at 
277-3649, 
or department secretary at 
277-2576
 for information. 
No prerequisites 
   
The Inter
-Varsity 
Christian  
Fellowship  
will
 
meet 
at
 7 p.m. 
Thursday  in 
the S.U. 
C'ostanoan  
Room.  
Call  Jeff, 
Mike
 or Fred at 
292-2282.  
The 
Com.nunity  
Committee
 for 
In-
ternational
 
Students  is 
looking
 for people
 to help 
foreign
 students
 improve
 
their 
conversational
 
English.  
University  
credit
 
available.  
For more
 in-
formation,
 call 
Lois 
Henderson
 at 
277-3691  or 
269-1958.
 
   
The 
SJSU
 Sierra Club 
meets  at 7:30 p.m every 
Tuesday in the 
S.U. 
Guadalupe Room. 
Registration
 
fees 
escalate
 
for
 
non-resident
 
students
 
Medina calls 
appointment  'a 
slap
 in the face' 
   
The
 Institute 
of
 
Electrical 
and Electronics 
Engineers presents
 Prof. 
Evan
 Moustakas who
 will 
speak on The 
State of the 
Department"  at 
12:30  p.m. 
Friday
 in 
Engineering
 
Room 
227. 
Refreshments  
served. 
CFINNFDL-J
 
L 
IF 
E.
 
WELL, HERE 
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BACK
 
AT 
SAN 
JOSe
 
STATE, AND THE DOR/AS 
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P 
T 
. 
WOMEN  
AND 
BEER!!  
C.
 
BECKUM
 
I CAN SEE THINGS
 
HAVEN'T
 
CHANGED!
 
developing
 quickly
 and 
they 
have  more 
need  for 
people with a 
college 
education,"
 he said. 
The fact
 that U.S. 
citizens 
who  are from 
states
 other than
 California
 
can 
become  
residents
 does 
not 
make 
gaining
 that 
status 
less difficult. 
Mike 
Blackwell,
 who 
is
 
in 
his second 
semester 
at
 
SJSU, 
from Cape
 Girar-
deau, 
MG.,
 said that the 
administration  
makes 
it
 
difficult  for a 
non-resident  
to 
finally prove 
resident 
standing.
 
"I've 
saved  my 
receipts and 
filled out 
all 
the forms, 
but they seem 
to 
be fighting
 us off," he 
said.  
"They 
practically  
want  
blood." 
Some 
$506  was dropped 
from the 
Federally  Insured 
Loan
 that 
Blackwell  
was
 
receiving even 
though his 
tuition is up, 
as
 well as the 
rate for living 
in the dorms. 
"I'm not sure
 if I can 
go on like this," Blackwell
 
continued,
 "I'll have to feel 
it out and maybe get 
an
 
extra job." 
Last semester he 
worked
 33 hours a week 
while carrying a full load, 
and now the 25-year
-old  
Blackwell has an off -
campus delivery
 job. He 
also 
plans to work in the 
evenings
 at the dorms, and 
for the university pub 
during the day. 
"If you want to 
go
 to 
school
 you have to 
sacrifice,"
 he insisted. 
"But, you 
can only 
sacrifice so much." 
School would be 
cheaper in Missouri  but 
they did not offer the 
program that 
Blackwell 
wanted. He also thinks that 
the schools 
are "better in 
California."  
Many students have 
mentioned the difficulty in 
becoming a resident. 
After  paying $2,000 for 
her first two semesters, 
Diana Coca, 
20,  from 
Colorado Springs, Co., has 
finally become a resident 
although she thought that it 
should
 have let her go 
before. 
"Even though my 
stepfather
 is my legal 
guardian and a California 
resident, I wasn't accepted
 
New  
S.U.
 
patio  
nears
 
completion
 
by Nancy Young 
Students 
at SJSU will have  the opportunity to relax in 
a more comfortable setting this year. 
The new Student Union Patio, adjacent to the 
Student
 
Union, nears completion as the last detaiLs are 
added to 
transform the patio into a garden 
atmosphere for 
students.
 
The 
patio,  originally scheduled for completion 
in mid -
July, was postponed due to a delay in 
obtaining lumber 
and  other needed materials to begin construction. 
"Unfortunately there are always delays at 
the  
university," said Ronald Barrett,
 director of the Student 
Union. "My 
experience  has always been that university 
projects 
are  late. 
-The Student Union
 was completed six to eight 
months late," Barrett continued. ''It's the nature of the 
construction
 company; they do not seem to meet dates. 
"The ground work
 for the patio is completed; 
however, more
 work needs to be done. I'm dcaling with 
the 
reality
 of 
the 
contractors'problems.  Basically the 
delay of the patio 
has  been mainly
 out 
of
 their control." 
The patio was designed from an incorporation
 of 
proposals
 
by SJSU art students who were asked to create an at-
mosphere fo greenery for the
 new patio. 
Construction began in early June. Large natural 
arbors covered with vines, a weeping willow tree, 
shrubbery and new patio furniture are all part of the new
 
atmosphere for the students. 
"While it 
isn't  
completely  ready for the students  
when  
they return this fall, it is very clos,.. to being completed," 
Barrett 
said. 
The cost of the new S.U. patio, estimated at $60,000 
divided by the Student Union and Spartan Shops. 
respect 
to training, 
background, etc. 
Responding
 to the 
question of whether AS. 
should be 
included  in staff 
appointments,
 Medina 
said, "We
 have been in-
cluded on things in the past 
that it wasn't mandated 
that
 we 
be
 
involved
 
with."  
Medina
 
added  
that  it 
Was 
a 
matter
 
of
 
"diplomacy,
 
courtesy
 
and 
precedence."
 
"Does
 this
 
mean  
that 
we 
won't
 be 
considered
 in 
things
 in 
the 
future?"
 
he
 
asked.  
When
 
you 
need big favors
 
you 
ask 
good friends. 
as one because they said 
my real father was still 
living," she explained. 
The students who have 
to make these sacrifices 
seem 
to become 
more
 
dedicated 
to their 
educations, 
according
 to 
Dodd, "They have to." 
The German Club is 
holding a barbecue and 
swim
 party at 4 p.m. 
Friday at Dr. Pimentel's 
home. Contact any German 
professor or the depart-
ment office for more in-
formation. 
by Jim
 Wolfe 
For 
Mike 
Medina, 
president  
of the 
Associated
 
Students,
 
the  
hiring
 
of
 
Gloria 
Melone,
 new 
student
 
affirmative
 action
 coor-
dinator,
 was
 like a 
"slap 
in 
the  
face"
 to 
A.S. 
No 
students
 
were
 in-
volved 
in the selection
 of 
Melone.  
According to 
Medina, 
students  have been 
in-
volved
 in picking 
the 
executive 
vice 
president,  
deans 
and. a library 
director 
in the past. 
"If Mike's
 argument 
is 
that by university policy 
students have a right to 
participate in staff ap-
pointments, then Mike is 
wrong,"  Hobert Burns 
said.
 
Burns said that Melone 
was hired because she was 
most qualified for the j in 
 
When 
you  ask 
good 
friends for a 
favor,
 )4 at know 
what they're going to say. So 
you tell them you're moving 
again and then wait 
for  the 
groans t.; 
'.,top. They may not 
like
 the idea, but you know 
they're going to be there. 
When 
you're finished,
 these 
people  are going to 
deserve  
something special. Tonight. 
let
 
it be LOwenbrau.
 
koOvrenbrau
 Here's to 
good
 
friends.
 
